The College of Sciences and Engineering is committed to excellence in teaching and research providing a quality learning environment for students and offers a wide range of nationally and internationally recognised courses.

The Executive Dean Professor Brian Yates congratulates the following students who achieved exemplary results in their degree.

Dean’s Honour Roll

**Bachelor of Agricultural Science with Honours**
- CHONG Hui Jing
- CUMMINS Hannah
- MacKINTOSH Anna
- MASON Rowan
- TANG Ke Hong

**Bachelor of Agriculture with Honours**
- BELL Jessica

**Bachelor of Applied Science (Environmental Science)**
- CHUNG Rita Cai En
- FOOTE Kirsty
- MAI Yonglin

**Bachelor of Applied Science (Professional Honours in Environmental Management)**
- JACKSON Rosemary
- MINCHIN Anna
- STANDALOFT Isaac

**Bachelor of Architecture and Built Environments**
- CHAN Wing Han
- MILLAR Samuel
- MURPHY Jessica
- PAPASTAVROU Stephanie

**Bachelor of Biotechnology**
- CHONG Li Teng

**Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)**
- BEATTIE James
- CALLAWAY Reilly
- CHALK Thomas
- CURTIS Samuel
- DANCE Levi
- FENG Yicheng
- GREEN Rebecca
- GUO Qinyi
- IVORY Benjamin
- JIA Yue
- JIANG Xiaofan
- KAM Zi Yi
- PHAM Nguyen Thien Phuc
- TONG Wei
- WANG Yihan
- ZHANG Zihan
- ZHONG Zhiqian

**Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Professional Honours in Infrastructure Asset Management)**
- FOSTER Emma
- NEWALL Charlette

**Bachelor of Environmental Design**
- ELLIS Katherine

**Bachelor of Environmental Design with Honours**
- KEALY Mia
Outstanding Achievers
2020
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Dean’s Honour Roll

**Bachelor of Information and Communication Technology**
- BROWNING James
- CAREY Samuel
- CUNNINGHAM Jesse Anthony
- FULLER Stanley
- GORANSSON Joel
- GUO Xiajiang
- KEARNEY Sam
- KOERBIN Isaac
- LIU Jing
- MONK Ethan
- O’SULLIVAN Brendan
- PHANG Ann Sung
- ROY Sushmita
- TAN Raphael Chern Hong
- ZHANG Wencheng

**Bachelor of Information and Communication Technology (Honours)**
- AMEEN Saleem

**Bachelor of Marine and Antarctic Science**
- BOND Isabelle
- BORUP Melanie Dana
- CASTLE Joshua
- SEET Jia Jia

**Bachelor of Marine and Antarctic Science with Honours**
- CORKILL Matthew
- ELLIMAN Mellissa
- GREGORY Catherine
- JOHNE Alexandra
- NICHOLS Emma
- STEVENS Harrison
- STEWART Lillian
- VOLZKE Sophia
- WYATT James
- YAP Huan Sheng

**Bachelor of Marine and Antarctic Science with Honours (Specialisation)**
- WANG Kai
- WANG Yuxin
- YANG Kai
- ZHANG Shujing

**Bachelor of Natural Environment and Wilderness Studies**
- de SELINCOURT Deena
- HEATON David
- WHITE-McCOLL Mahalia
Outstanding Achievers 2020
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Dean’s Honour Roll

**Bachelor of Science**
ABBOTT Grace
ASKY-DORAN Niam
BACON Zara
BANDOW Katya
BEAGLEY Chantelle
BOARDMAN Daisy
BRINKHOFF Harriet
BURGESS Leah
ELLIOTT-TIDEMAN Jack
FOSTER Erin
FOYSTER Scott
GRANT Augustus
HARTILL Gabrielle
HAYNES Ryan
HOWELL Logan
KRASNICKI Sebastian
LAW Jia Wei
MacDONALD Callum
MEADOWCROFT Rachel
OAKLEY Alexander
PFLEGER Joy
SHEPHARD James
SMITH Jessica
TALARICO Harrison
TURNBULL Lucy
WILSON Joseph
WILSON Olivia
WINOTO-LEWIN Suyanti

**Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)**
ALLIE Davis

**Bachelor of Science with Honours**
BEAGLEY Chantelle
BELL Elizabeth
CARROLL Jarvis
CARR-TURBITT Job
OCKERILL Madeleine
COOPER Luke
DAVIS Matthew
HARRISON DAY Beatrice
HENG Wei Xuen
HENNESSY Alyce
JERRIM Larissa
KAMENIAR-SANDERY Verity
NUENT Hannah
OLDING Angus
PATON Alexandra
SHROSBREE Ben
SMITH Laura
STEWART Georgia
WILSON Olivia

**Bachelor of Surveying and Spatial Sciences with Honours**
McINTYRE Deborah